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Since the Treaty on European Union in 1992, there have been two contrasting conceptions of how one should approach the EU political union. From the EU standpoint, this process is a gain, but from the States' point of view it is a loss. There is a third logic that makes up the EU: that of third-country immigrants residing in the Member States (Euro-immigrants). For this population the process is neither a gain nor a loss, but simply something that is being discussed and carried out without taking them into consideration. This lack of attention shows that at present the treatment of Euro-immigrants is following a state fundamentalist logic and not a multicultural logic as would be historically appropriate for the EU. In the interest of fostering discussion, this paper presents relevant considerations in four sections. The first section presents the theoretical framework for the discussion; the second section discusses state fundamentalism, with a brief historical review of how the European States have treated immigrants politically; the third section sums up how the EU dealt with immigration from the Trei Group of 1975 until the Amsterdam Treaty of 1997; and the fourth and final section, concludes with a discuss on the normative dilemmas and institutional challenges deriving from the relationship between the EU and the Euro-immigrants. I argue that the EU can only be politically constructed if it takes the presence of immigrants residents into account.

The Problem

Since the Treaty on European Union in 1992, there have been two contrasting conceptions of how to approach the political construction of the European Union (EU). From the EU standpoint, the very process is seen as a gain, while from the

An earlier version of this article, "Fundamentalismo estatal de la UE en tomo a la inmigración" was published in the journal, Afers Internacional (2001, 53:149-176).
Member States’ joint of view it is seen as a loss. For example, the European Political Union provides, as a good, freedom of movement and security for Member State nationals, a position of European citizenship, and a historic opportunity to construct a political structure sensitive to the differences in identity among the Member States. Nevertheless, it involves, from the States’ point of view, a loss of their traditional, legitimizing force based on their sovereignty and a linking of citizenship, state and nation (Scillieriapper, 1994a, b; Bader, 1997, 1999; Joppke, 1998; Zapata, 2001 d).

There is, however, a third conception that merits attention as it is also a part of the redefining of the EU. It is that which finds expression when we analyze the process of political integration from the point of view of third-country immigrants residing in one of the Member States, whom I will henceforth call Euro-immigrants (Zapata, 1998). In contrast with the two previous conceptions, this population regards the salient process neither as a loss nor a gain but simply as something that is discussed and done behind their backs. That is to say, there are thirteen to fourteen million people (a sixteen-state, one might say) who view the construction of a political entity called the EU, which engages most political managers and many citizens, but which does not take their presence, much less their political thinking, into account.

This neglect shows that, thus far, the treatment of Euro-immigrants follows a fundamentalist, State-based logic and not a multicultural one as would be historically appropriate for the EU. My intention is to offer elements of a reflection that would allow us to discuss the argument that indeed the States have a historical, structural justification for defending themselves against attacks which affect the difficulties they have in managing the co-existence of immigrants and citizens-state structures did not plan for this reality when they were constructed in the 17th and 18th centuries. However, unlike the States, the EU, now, cannot use this same historical justification, as it does know of the existence of immigrants within its population. To ignore their existence simply political hypocrisy.

I will break this argument into four sections. In the first section, I will introduce the theoretical framework that is focused on a specific political approach to immigration. In the second section, I will discuss state fundamentalism, with the help of a brief historical review of how the European states have treated immigrants. In the third section, I will take a historical-structural stock of the EU treatment of immigrants from the well-known Trevi Group of 1975 until the Treaty of Amsterdam of 1997. In the fourth and final section, using the Tampere Summit (1999) as a basis, I will point out the normative dilemmas and institutional challenges deriving from the relationship between the EU and the Euro-immigrants.

A Theoretical Framework for Approaching Immigration

While the topic of international migration is not a new one (see for example, Hammar, 1979; Boyle, Halcroace and Robinson, 1998; Massey and Arango, 1998; Castles and Davidson, 2000; Ghosh, 2000 and Timur, 2000), the presence of people with different systems of rights and duties is producing a mirror effect on our political structures and systems constructed over more than two centuries. The states are realizing that not only do they not have the adequate instruments for managing the problems caused by the ever greater presence of immigrants, but that the only way to respond to these challenges is to change traditional political systems. The latter could have unpredictable potential consequences considering that political structures give rise to a given type of behavior and attitude, and reflect a given way of thinking that proceeds from our modern enlightened tradition.

The theoretical framework takes this conviction as a point of departure. It centers the analysis on the relationship of immigrants with our public institutions. This space is what I will call the public sphere. This contact is important- we could sketch the biography of immigrants from the moment they arrive in our states and cities, and determine that their life expectations are directly influenced by the restrictions placed on them (but not on citizens) in their relationship with institutions. Using this approach we have all the elements necessary to determine when immigrants are integrated. My institutional definition is as follows: immigrants are integrated when in their relations with our institutions, they need not justify the conflicts on the basis of their legal position and their nationality, i.e., when these are problems which any citizen might have. As long as this is not the case, we can say that a problem of integration exists.

In terms of inclusion/exclusion, inclusion is the result of a process of integration, or its final phase. When we say that an immigrant is not integrated, what we are bringing out is that there are situations where he or she feels excluded from the mainstream of society on account of his or her legal situation and his or her nationality, on account of having to express a social and political identity given through state logic. In our terms, the immigrant’s identity it not acquired through birth as is the citizen’s, but in response to a certain expression of state fundamentalism, as will be described in the next section.

Similarly, we can infer that the political science focus I adopt emphasizes the fact that immigration is a structural problem. In order to integrate immigrants, we must accept that our traditional political structures need to be modified. Debates ought to take this assumption as a given and on this basis argue for the procedures affecting this accommodation. I am aware that this focus may involve numerous unwanted consequences that may lead to social instability. When we begin to reflect from this point of view, the topic generates more questions than answers. But I am also convinced this is the historical path we must follow. The “resistances” our political structures put up to the pressures that come out of a multicultural society are understandable - we know that any modification will have different effects on our civic ways of life and our thought paradigms. But it is also true that this conservative state-fundamentalist movement is merely delaying something that by simple historical logic will have to occur (and, indeed, is already occurring in most of our public spheres): the need to include resident immigrants in the mainstream of our societies. Any persistence of “parallel worlds” will produce cleavages in society and determine that their life expectations are directly influenced by the political systems. The latter could have unpredictable potential consequences considering that political structures give rise to a given type of behavior and attitude, and reflect a given way of thinking that proceeds from our modern enlightened tradition.

In the next section, I will go more deeply into the nation of state fundamentalism, which will strengthen the details of the argument that at present the EU’s logic faces a dilemma: either to adopt state orthodoxy but at a higher level, or construct...
a multicultural political structure, that is, create a European political system which takes into account and includes resident immigrants, the *Euro-immigrants*.

**State Fundamentalism: A Brief Historical Overview**

It can be inferred from the preceding section that the political science focus is concerned mainly with the immigrants’ vertical relationships, and not so much the horizontal ones as would be the case under a sociological focus, which concentrates more on analyzing the effects of immigration on the structure of our society. The basic question can be formulated as follows: how does the presence of immigrants affect our liberal democratic system, our institutional structures, our political behavior in general? The notion of state fundamentalism is one of the analytical tools I use in order to analyze possible answers to the question. My argument will be divided into two sections. In the first part, I will expound on what I mean by state fundamentalism; and in the second part, I will give a brief historical overview of the state’s treatment of immigrants to provide empirical support to the previous argument.

**State Fundamentalism: The Priority of Stability Over Justice**

Through the notion of state fundamentalism, I will attempt to channel some of the debates that, directly or indirectly, follow the "mirror effect" produced by the presence of immigrants in our way of conceiving our institutional structures (“institutional effects”) and our traditional normative frameworks that guide our political action, and our ways of managing social conflicts (“normative effects”).

Zapata, 2002

An analysis of the “institutional effects” concentrates primarily on the structure of our political system. It examines how it is forced to change in order to manage the tensions generated by the presence of immigrants. This perspectiva is concerned with how our public sphere is structured, who decides its limits and content, and how and why. It is based on the belief that the way the public sphere is structured is directly related to a type of attitude, behavior and practice that on many occasions comes into conflict with those of immigrants. That is why one must assume that its limits and content, the space in which the immigrant interacts with our political institutions, need to change. The problem is determining how, while keeping in mind that this will inevitably affect our traditional conception of the political system.

When we look into the “normative effects” we start off with the same assumptions as before, but we concentrate more on the change in the cultural traditions and value system that is taking place. The existing literature mostly assumes that the normative challenge produced by the growing presence of immigrants forces us to

that the very guiding spirit of our modern, enlightened era, based on the belief that there is a "sacred link" (let us call it the State Holy Trinity) between state, citizenship and nationality, is placed in doubt just as it occurred historically with such concepts as private property and gender. Such a link raises issues for liberalism in that it violates the immigrant's freedom to choose between following his or her practices and cultural identity in the private sphere, or being able to exist in the public sphere without having to de-link himself or herself from his or her nationality in order to be considered a citizen.

My argument is that state fundamentalism is not only unjust because of its normative efficacy, but also because it produces instability and promotes cleavages in society. To begin with, it implies a perception of immigrants as a commodity. As such, depending on the overall situation of the moment (socio-economically, demographically, culturally, etc.), they may be regarded as a benefit or as a burden. This instrumental point of view has the virtue of simplicity in that anyone, from the highest political officials to the person on the street, can understand it and apply it in his or her argumentation. Besides simplifying the discourse surrounding immigration, it also has referents, either directly or indirectly, to the quality of life of citizens and the welfare state achieved by our society. State fundamentalism then tells us that the presence of immigrants is welcome if it affects our quality of life positively and helps fulfill part of our expectations; that is, if they allow us to resolve our economic, demographic, social, etc. problems. If, on the contrary, macro-situational factors are aggravated by the presence of immigrants, the impact is considered negative. The referents used in applying this utilitarian logic are always "our living space," constructed with effort over centuries. In our terms, its initial intention is to favor stability over justice. Concretely, this living space can be understood in terms of economic, demographic, social criteria or even in terms of our system of freedoms and equalities and of our humanist ethic of tolerance. In all cases, the utilitarian logic is always the expression of a certain "primitive" (conservative, protectionist, parochial) reaction in the pace of other people always seen as "supposed invaders." At its base, this state fundamentalism will not allow change in the political structure and will only accept it if it believes that such a modification will generate more benefits than costs over time. This logic also implies what some call cultural fundamentalism (Stolcke, 1999) in that it always rests on an essentialist distinction between an "us" and a "them" or "the others" present both institutionally (the laws on the status of foreigners themselves are based on this distinction) as well as socially (citizens feel legitimated in acting differently toward immigrants since institutions do so). Finally, the unwanted effect of this utilitarian logic is that it provides a direct basis of legitimization for racism at the very least (present both in institutions as well as in society) and for xenophobia in the most extreme case. Both practical cases operate under the same utilitarian parameters of stability.

If we examine historically and structurally how states have handled immigration, we find that, thus far, the predominant logic has been state fundamentalism. That is to say, following my guiding thread, utilitarian logic and its orientation toward stability is the response that characterizes states facing the institutional and normative effects produced by the presence of immigrants.
the “limina of toilance” (mainly in France) or to what extent a country could bear the arrival of immigrants without adversely affecting the quality of life of its citizens, their freedoms and equalities and their cultures. There debates began to produce the first political reactions. For the first time, “quota policies” were adopted with the goal of regulating the entry of immigrants based on criteria of population, nationality and market considerations. In some countries (e.g., France) there was even consideration of policies giving immigrants financial incentives to return to their countries, with disappointing results. At the end of this phase, a reorientation of priorities came about. Efforts were redirected to policies of integration while neglecting the need to restrict entry. In general, during this period, immigration became more strongly felt to be a social, economic and cultural problem.

In the 1990s and even more so now at the beginning of the twenty-first century, a new phase begins which I will call the period of “Retaining Walls.” Immigration is starting to be seen as a structural problem. There is a growing awareness to make its linkage and to analyze the relationship between the level of territorial access (a debate dominated by an “open and closed borders” logic), and the level of coexistence once immigrants have been admitted (where integration policies are debated following an inclusion/exclusion logic). There is a growing recognition that immigration is not an isolated fact that affects a given state but rather a global phenomenon with an impact on most developed states. Some reports have even begun to seriously consider the need for UN action in organizing a World Congress on Immigration. Such a congress should begin its reflection on what we might call a new phase which I will call the period of “Retaining Walls.” Immigration is no longer just a local matter but is of prime importance: immigration is no longer just a matter of controlling numbers, but without losing their cultural identities and practices. This means, in
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Sellappa (1992:3) sums up the relationship between the two levels: “sans intégration, la terreur est inexcusable; sans fermeture, l’intégration est impossible.” (Sellappa, 1992:3) In his book, Sellappa refers to the efforts of developing countries to adopt their own strategies for immigration control, highlighting the importance of balancing the need for control with the rights of immigrants. He also mentions the role of the United Nations in addressing global immigration issues.
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debate about the integration of immigrants in terms of the acquisition of nationality is an approach that is increasingly seen as traditionalist, an expression of state fundamentalism. An alternate view is the acquisition of all rights without loss of cultural identity. This also means that the (sacred) core of nationality and citizenship must be the subject of debate. We must ask whether with this linkage one can deal with the problem of what the presence of immigrants means for our liberal democratic societies or whether it would be appropriate to consider the viability of acquiring citizenship other than the criterion of nationality.

In the next section, we will see that this state fundamentalism is what has characterized and still governs - despite the 1999 Tampere Summit (the Tampere Sprit, I would say) - the EU’s institutional treatment of immigrants. This is the reason why I argue that one of the EU’s main challenges (and dilemmas) is formulating the immigration issue in non-state terms, i.e., constructing a multicultural political structure and policy in which justice takes precedence over, or at least counterbalances, identity and mechanisms for implementation remains outside the EU and relies rather than on European integration; legally, the legal context in which decisions are taken and formulated is still in the design phase, never having left the “plant” for each dimension of the EU’s construction process: the Euro engine for the economic dimension, and the European citizenship motor for the political dimension. An EU structure built on three pillars is one of the decisive steps. The European Community pillar (the strictly Community pillar) for certain matters is characterized by paralysis in its decisions and institutionalized a set perception of immigration as a problem strictly confined to police and security matters. The Maastricht Treaty and the Schengen Agreement (1992-1997)

The Treaty on European Union or Maastricht Treaty (1992) constitutes a qualitative step of major importance since the creation of the European Community. Among the most understanding elements affecting immigration one could cite the creation of “two engines” (though still in the design phase, never having left the “plant”) for each dimension of the Union’s construction process: the Euro engine for the economic dimension, and the European citizenship motor for the political dimension. An EU structure built on three pillars is one of the decisive steps. The European Community pillar (the strictly Community pillar) for certain matters is characterized by, among other things, a loss by the Member States of a great portion of their sovereignty. Three basic institutions participate: the Commission, the Council and the Parliament. In contrast, the second and third pillars follow a logic of cooperation rather than integration. The second pillar (Common Foreign and Security Policy or CFSP) relates to the EU foreign policy, and the third pillar (Cooperation in Justice and Home Affairs, CJHA) to internal aspects of EU policy.

Maastricht institutionalized the cooperation initiated in 1975 in the third pillar, i.e., what was done “outside” the institutional framework “enters” to form part of the very structure of the EU. While this does not constitute an explanatory factor, this third pillar gives the states instruments for reacting against parties of the extreme right with their anti-immigrant rhetoric during the 1980s (Ugur,1998:319).

Before commenting on the meaning of Schengen, if we take a brief stock of these years, we see that immigration constitutes one of the “hot potatoes” subjected more to a state than a strictly European logic. The norms in Title VI (relating to CJHA) are in effect traditional norms of national public law rather than strictly of international public law. It set out a framework for cooperation between states. As a result this third pillar was characterized by paralysis in its decisions and institutionalized a set perception of
the immigrant. Indeed, its structure only offered Community institutions partial participation without the possibility of real control over Member States’ decisions. Concretely, we can point to three basic procedural problems: the Court of Justice has no mechanisms for legally controlling decisions and actions performed in the third pillar; the European Parliament is not informed about discussions; and the Commission has no right of initiative.

As a result, and in practical terms, paralysis was the rule in that the Council could not achieve the unanimity required for adopting decisions. The perception of the immigrant’s status was made clear in Art. 101, which establishes areas of “common interest.” Immigration access, movement, stays, undocumented status in reside and employment is included in the list with asylum policy, norms for the crossing of borders, the fight against drug trafficking, international fraud, cooperation in customs, legal, penal and civil matters (terrorism, among others).

This stereotypic institutional construction of the immigrant as a potential criminal is likewise expressed in the Schengen Agreement. Its basic objective is linked to a new idea: assumption going back to when the EU began to institutionalize cooperation in home affairs: that achieving de facto freedom of movement for persons would require the gradual removal of internal border checks. In practical terms, this “Schengen space” (or Schengenland) means that the EU affords the signatory states the possibility of using the European institutional framework for co-operating closely in specific areas of home affairs. It is with the Amsterdam Treaty (AT) that it is explicitly incorporated into the EU framework under a “Schengen acquis” logic. A secretariat general is created in the Council. With the AT, Schengen is definitely connected to common measures on immigration (and asylum), while being preserved as a policy on the control of external borders and unauthorized immigration. That is, institutional recognition is given to the legal perception of immigration emphasizing only its negative dimension as a source of crime, criminal networks and so forth; in short as a “threat.” There is no referent to integration, to coexistente between immigrants and citizens on normative terms of justice. Only stability logic prevails.

From Maastricht on, the principle of non-discrimination as a guide for establishing the freedom of movement of persons only affects citizens of Member States, but not persons of other nationalities. While steering clear of too much rhetoric on the subject, the fact is that, institutionally, immigrants are not even considered people in that freedom of internal movement is only enjoyed by people as citizens of a Member State. Faced with these facts, how can one explain the fact that the EU has agreed to such liberal intra-European migration policies based on delegation of authority and at the same time insisted on strict intergovernmentalism and exclusion of immigration coming from outside the EU? The recent Amsterdam Treaty will provide us with a few clues.

Amsterdam Treaty (1998-present)

The AT’s origins go back to the end of the Maastricht negotiations when it was agreed that a complete revision would be made at mid-decade. From our point of view, the new structuring of the EU introduced three novelties: integration as a common policy (first pillar) on issues related to immigration and asylum (called, wrongly as we will see, Comunitarization of the third pillar); the incorporation of a new objective: a space of freedom, justice and security; and the confirmation of European citizenship. All these “novelties,” in fact, express the logic of prudente that characterizes the EU on immigration issues, coming close to hypocrisy on some points. Before going over each of them individually, let us justify this assessment.

It is surprising that despite increasing the integration between freedom, security and justice (each serves as mediator in achieving the others), no opportunity is given to guiding principles so basic as equality and pluralism, not to be found among the Union’s new objectives (Art. B). If we examine the new treaty in a detailed manner, we find that the very notion of pluralism appears just once, not in relation to culture much less to nations without a state, but to communications media (Protocol on the system of public broadcasting in the Member States). Equality only appears in relation to equality of opportunities and treatment in the labor market, specifically between men and women (new Art. 2 and 3, Art. 118 and 119). In this case there is no mention of equality between citizens and immigrants. The very word “foreigner” is absent, and the words “immigrant” and “immigration” occur among measures designed to safeguard the space of freedom, security and justice. Immigration is then perceived as an element that threatens such space under a logic of fear, protectionism or exclusion; hence the need to build a “fortress.” In this sense, the modifications of the Treaty, instead of representing a qualitative change, showed a clear desire for continuity, bringing immigration closer to security matters through issues of efficiency and stability, and the provision of new legal instruments to achieve this.

It is true that there is at least one very daring dimension to Maastricht: while maintaining its leadership in decision-making, the Council no longer has hegemony over immigration issues, but no referent to integration, to coexistente between immigrants and citizens on normative terms of justice.
Commission proposals. However - and this is where the hypocrisy we spoke of consult Parliament before making a decision and will only make decisions on Commission proposals. However - and this is where the hypocrisy we spoke of comes in - + he Commission will be obligated to consider any request by a Member State to pr:sent a proposal to the Council. After prior consultation with Parliament, the Council will, for five years decide by unanimous vote, and after those five years, will by unanimous vote again, make the decision, whether to apply a procedure of joint decision and qualified majority for the adoption of measures in the area of home affairs. Let us now take a closer look at the novelties alluded to above.

Communitarization of the third pillar

One of the AT's great novelties is transferring to the first pillar part of matters that lius far liad been handled in the third pillar. This Commu-nitarization applies mainly to everything related to the crossing of external borders, immigration and cooperation in civil law. The only referentes made to immigration are reactive, such as the fight against racism and xenophobia (Art. 13 of the AT). In realistic political terms, the interest in designing strategies for action against racism and xenophobia revolves around maintaining social cohesion and stability. Following our argument, stability prevails over justice in approaching the social effects of the presente of immigrants. In criminal and police matters, cooperation is preserved but with a more binding legal system. Accordingly, the third pillar now comes to be called police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters. But this Communitarization, since it lends itself to misunderstandings, will for the next five years be subject to procedures typical of the logic of states, that is, unanimity. In fact this decision is without precedent in that for the first time a subject (immigration) is incorporated into a Community pillar while the decision-making procedure (unanimity) characteristic of the other two pillars is maintained (Monar, 1998:139; Geddes, 2000:110-113). This is then an example of cooperation in the first pillar that is usually distinct from the others in following a logic of integration.

The European Holy Trinity: The Space of Freedom, Justice and Security

Communitarization is based on the explicit linkage made from this point on between the freedom of movement of Euro-citizens and the need for adopting measures to guarantee the security of people in that space (Valle, 1998). The novelty is not so much establishing this linkage but rather institutionalizing it through law (justice). I refer again to the Cardiff Action Plan (December 1998) to confirm the conceptions expressed in the European Holy Trinity: freedom, security and justice. Striking for any theoretical political reading is the use of the negative notion of freedom, related to movement, living in surroundings that are respectful of the law.

The Treaty on European Union already established the European citizens' right to vote in local elections, de-linking for the first time the classic connection of citizenship-right to vote-nationality. In response to the debate generated over the relationship between Union citizenship and Member States citizenship the AT completes Art. 8 of Maastricht by explicitly stating that Union citizenship shall complement and not replace national (state) citizenship. In our terms, the EU’s logic thus remains subject to state fundamentalism. We will next elaborate on the normative issues that this insiste:te raises.

Final Comments: Normative Dilemmas and Institutional Challenges for the EU in Relation to Immigration

The logic which is consolidating itself within the framework of the EU runs the risk of defeating the whole process of political integration if it only moves toward constructing a Union of States, i.e., if the EU continues to subscribe to state fundamentalism, elevating it to a higher level. The process of EU’s political construction ought to include permanent resident immigrants, not exclude them as the states are doing. It ought to consider the impact of the present of immigrants on our political structures in terms of justice and not just on efficiency and stability.

In fact, this is one of the readings that can be inferred from the Special Summit of the European Council held in the Finnish city of Tampere (Tampere Summit,
October 15-16,1999). The belief is growing that the success or failure of the process of European political integration depends on how the issue of immigration is managed in the future (Zapata, 2001e). Tampere expresses the conviction that the goal of establishing the bases for a common asylum and immigration policy has the same vital, existential nature as the macro-project of creating a Single Market. This long-term goal presents itself as a principal means for creating a Political Union. In other words, the main message of the Tampere Summit is that there can be no Political Union without a common immigration policy. These conclusions reflect a qualitative change in relation to Maastricht in 1993 when the category of European citizenship was introduced (Meeham, 1993; Bru, 1994; Soysal, 1994; Everson and Preuss, 1995; Rosas and Antola, 1995; Lehning and Weale, 1997; Preuss and Requejo, 1998; and de Lucas (1996, 2001) while immigration was added in the Amsterdam Treaty and its reading in strategic-action terms made at the Tampere Summit. The institutional message is clear: immigration is a problem. The way this issue is managed will have direct consequences for the success or failure in achieving Political Union.10

We are now in what I would call the Tampere Spirit Phase, searching for a shared European conception of immigration, but with the restriction of not breaking the recently institutionalized European Holy Trinity (a space for freedom, justice and security). While there are still many institutional questions about how the EU’s agenda, it is undeniable that the door began to open with Tampere. The historic momentum of the political process initiated at Maastricht must now produce a qualitative step forward to seriously consider European integration without excluding the more than 13 million Euro-immigrants that have been marginalized. Related to this, there are several key points which must be incorporated into political discussions, if we truly wish to construct an institutional structure which includes extra-European immigrants, that talks more about the integration of those who “are already here” and less about the control of external borders. The dilemma is clear: either one proceeds with a state-fundamentalist logic but at a higher level or one thinks of other mechanisms to manage and integrate these people, mechanisms which are more in line with our liberal, democratic beliefs. It is almost our very historical pride, our badge of identity that is at stake in facing the challenge of how to manage the “normativa effects,” or the liberal, democratic problems of immigration in the EU.

Thus, it is necessary and urgent not only to openly discuss the issue of immigration at the EU level, but also to construct an as yet non-existent notion, that of the Euro-immigrant (Zapata-Barrero, 1998). For the moment we have instruments that allow us to identify who is a European citizen (i.e., who is a citizen of a Member State), but we lack the criteria for identifying an EU immigrant since his or her situation is regulated in fifteen different ways, a fact which has generated debates among the Member States (European Commission, 1999).

Besides the gradual establishment of a common asylum and immigration policy, the Tampere conclusions placed on the EU’s agenda for achieving political integration three new priority topics (in order of importance): a genuine European space of justice (establishing common norms, Community law), the fight against crime, and the strengthening of Union foreign policy.

It is true that responsibility for this situation is not entirely the EU’s. The states themselves with their own logics (state-fundamentalist logic) contribute in a decisive manner to this theoretical vacuum. As this is an emerging problem, there is no permanent (or consistent) state response for dealing with this phenomenon. Policies are simply being constructed “as we go along” without a historical vision of the future. This indecision in the logic of the state is due in part to the global dimension of the phenomenon, whose management goes far beyond borders and which requires discussion between states.

Despite our having spoken of an “immigration policy” at the EU level, in reality there is no common policy. There are emerging, shared perceptions, the fruit of cooperation over the decades, that become new, basic ways of structuring. But the subject, for the moment, is framed in terms of stability (of external security and control) with no interest in introducing criteria of equality and cultural pluralism, much less of integration. From the AT on, a desire was expressed to create a European statute for foreigners, but one which, instead of differing from what existed under a state logic, is nothing but a supra-state “clone.” It is being constructed under the supposition of homogeneity, not multiculturalism. If we were asked at this time to find terms that, to our minds, describe the way the EU is approaching the subject, among the common descriptions would be the creation of a closed system, an exclusionary club, fear of invasion, ongoing discrimination between Euro-citizens and Euro外国人, a strong policy of control of external borders, and no concern for designing a policy of accommodation for permanent resident foreigners in the Union.

The difficulty in identifying an EU logic distinct from the known logic of the states is due to the fact that for the EU to take a new path would increase already existing tensions. The unexpected effects would surely have costs in electoral terms, the formation of cleavages in society and the rise of parties with anti-immigration platforms, which derail political initiatives and innovations. But we must not adopt a "laissez-faire” attitude either since we have to face the task of constructing a Political Union. The basic issue is, once again, the sovereignty of the states, not only because the states are losing a large portion of their jurisdiction in deciding who belongs to their population and on what terms (Zapata, 2000b, 2001b), but rather because within the logic of the EU one can only construct a structure for managing the phenomenon of immigration by following the homogenizing patterns of the states but taken to a higher level.

To sum up these points, creating an institutional structure in the EU that truly sets itself off from state fundamentalism, we must very seriously consider the separation between nationality and politics, such as what occurred centuries ago with religion, when our modern, contemporary age began. States generally argue that managing multiculturalism is a problem because they did not contemplate the co-existence of different cultures and traditions. This is not legitimate justification for the EU - in contrast with states, the EU knows this reality. We know that this “disconnection” was politically and socially quite traumatic. The historical moment we are witnessing will have (and, indeed, is already having) equally profound consequences for all our thought paradigms. The EU has a historical opportunity. The very near future will reveal to us whether the Political Union will in effect be a
European Union or a Union of States. The argument I have defended is that the European Union can only be politically constructed if it takes the presence of immigrant residents into account. The European Union is simply unthinkable without Euro-immigrants. To think otherwise is to be a prisoner of an iron jacket called state fundamentalism, the orientation that guided political construction during the 19th and 20th centuries.
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